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Nonlinear model matching: a local solution and two worked
examples

H.J.C.

Huijberts

Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Twente, P.O. Box 217,
7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
In this example MMP can be solved by means of a static
state feedback. Secondly we will consider a two-lik robot
arm with one flexible joint, as was also studied in e.g. [1]. In
this second example we will need a dynamic state feedback
to solve MMP. The paper further elaborates the philosophy
developed in [6), where similar questions concerning the inputoutput decoupling problem were investigated.

Abstract
The model matching problem consists of designing a compensator for a given system, caled the plant, in such a way that
the resulting input-output behavior matches that of a prespecfied model. In a recent paper it was shown that in case
the model is decouplable by static state feedback and generic
conditions on the plant are satisfied, the model matching problem is solvable around an equilibrium point if and only if it is
solvable for the linearization of plant and model around the
equilibrium point. In this paper this local solution wil be
presented and we will investigate the question to what extent
we can use the feedback that solves the corresponding linear model matching problem in order to approximately solve
the original nonlinear problem. This will be done by means
of two examples: the double pendulum and a two-link robot
arm with a flexible joint.

1

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section
we will formulate the nonlinear model matching problem and
state our main theorem. This main theorem holds true under
generic conditions on the plant P. In section 3 we will illustrate the theory by means of the examples mentioned above.

2 The nonlinear model matching
problem
Consider a nonlinear plant P, described by equations of the
form:
i = f(z) + E uigi(J)

Introduction

A standard approach for dealing with synthesis problems in
nonlinear control systems consists in linearizing the nonlinear
system around a specific working point and then solving the
synthesis problem for the obtained linear system. To what
extent the resulting linear controller is a good approximate
solution for the nonlinear problem is, of course, questionable.

i=1

(1)

1i = hIi(z) (i e {l, ,m})
with state z E X, an open neighborhood in 1W, inputs u, E
lR, outputs yi E R, -f, g1, . . ,g ,,, are real analytic vector fields
on En and hl, * , ih,,, are real analytic functions.
Furthermore, let a nonlinear model M be given, which is described by the equations:

In the present paper we study this kind of question concerning
the so called Model Matching Problem (MMP) for nonlinear systems. This problem is formulated as follows: given a
nonlinear control system, to be referred to as the plant P, together with another nonlinear system, to be called the model
M, is it possible to design a suitable precompensator for the
plant such that the input-output behavior of the precompensated plant matches that of the given model M?

x1

=

y

=

f(2g) + E ugg'f(x)
i=1

(2)

hf(M) (iE {1, .,m})

with state xM E XM, an open neigborhood in EWl, inputs
utu E lR, outputs yM E X, fM,fl,
g . g' are real analytic
vector fields on Rn" and h1,.7 hv are real analytic functions.

The linear model matching problem was completely solved
in different set ups by several authors [5,11,13,14,15]. For
the solution of the nonlinear model matching problem only
partial solutions are known up till now (cf. [9,4,3,7,8,12]).

Note that for P as well as for M the number of inputs is equal
to the number of outputs.

In [81 it was shown that if plant and model are square systems
and the model can be decoupled by static state feedback, then
under generic conditions on the plant the problem is solvable
around an equilibrium point if and only if it is solvable for the
linearization of plant and model.

The compensator Q used to control P is a nonlinear system
described by equations of the form:

=c= a(zcX ) + b(T, Tx)u"

In this paper we will, following [81, investigate the question
whether we can use the feedback that solves the corresponding linear MMP in order to approximately solve the original
nornlinear MMP. This investigation will be performed on two
examples. First we will consider a double pendulum.

u =

c(xc,x)+d(xc,x)uM

(3)

with state xze e Xc, an open neighborhood in RI', and real
analytic a, b, c, d. The composition of (1) and (3) is denoted
by P o Q, while the output of P o Q will be denoted by yP*Q.
The usual definition of the model matching problem is given
below (see [3,4]).
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Definition 2.1 Given a pant P = (f,g,h), a model M =
(fI,gm,hm) andapointf(o,xr) E XX"X C W7lXr", the
nonlinear model matching problem consists in finding neighborhoods U of x0 and U" of xe', an integer v, an pen subset

It is clear from Proposition 2.4 that in order to solve MM P for
a plant P and a model M satisfying (Al and (A2) we first
have to solve the dynamic input-outpuit Jecokpling problem
for P in some "minimal" way, i.e. we have to assure that the
relative degrees of the compens;ted ?lant do not become too
large. Rather than pursueing this path, we wili make contact
between the solvability of the M.MP for (M, P) and the solvability for their liAearization (LM, LP) arcund an equilibrium
point, for which Proposition 2.3 gives solvability conditions.

V of X' c JR", a cornpensator Q = (a, , c, d) with a, b, c, d ral
analytic functions defined on V x U, a map F: Ux P KIt
V,
with the property that

yPsQ(t,F(z, ), t) y"(r t)
-

is independent of u" for all t and for all (z,o) EU

(4)
U"

In whac follows it will turn out that we wll only address the
MMP in a neighborhood of equilibria of model and plant.
However, it is rather straightforward that the analyticity of
plant and model implies that whenever a local solution of the
MMP exists around such an equilibrium, then there exists a
local solution around points in an open and dense submanifold
of Xx XA.

Remark 2.2 For linear ystems solvability of the MMP
comes down to the existence of a (linear) compensator Q such
that the transfer matrics of M and P o Q coincide. For nonlinear systems the so-called higher order Vole kernelb of
M and P o Q have to coincide.
0

Define relative degrees pi(z),

We will first take a closer look at the dynamic input-output
decoupling problem and use the algorithm from [16] in order
to obtain generic conditions on P under which we can make
contact between the solvability of the MMP for (M,P) and
the solvability for (LM, LP).

,pm,(z) for the plant P via

pj(z) = inff{k e N s.t. CLk-'h,(z) $0 for some j} (5)
where Cf h is the directional derivati've of the function h along
and we define
the vector field f, i.e. £jh(r) =

inductively:

Ax(z)fi(r)

The problem of dynamic input-output decoupling was studied
in e.g. [2,16,18]. Essentially the algorithm of [16] (as well as
the other algorithms do) works on an open and dense submanifold of points (z, zc) in X x X,. Our basic assumption will be
that given the equilibrium point to for P there exists an equilibrium point (xo, xco) for the precompensted system P o Q
at which the algorithm can be effectively applied. To make
this more transparent we shortly discuss the first step of the
algorthm of [16]. Given the plant P we compute its decoupling matrix A(r) according to equation (6). Clearly the rank
of A(r) is constant on an open and dense submanifold A" of
X. Assume Zo E XI. Next, a regular static state feedback

£9fh = h, £kh = C(C"-'h).

In the same way we define relative degrees pff(z) for the
model M and p"Q(x,xze) for the compensated plant P o Q.

The following assumption will be a standing assumption
throughout the paper:
(Al) All relative degrees defined above are finite and constant on an open and dense ubmanifold, i.e.: pi(x) = Pi <
co, p~(z") = pt' < co, pftx,z0) = pQ < xo on an open
and dense submanifold

u=

On the open and dense submanifold where (Al) is satisfied
the decoupling matrix A(z) of P is defined in the folowing
way:

(8)

is applied to P, and which leaves the equilibrium point z0 Mvariant. Note that applying such a feedback does not change
the rank of the decoupling matrix A(z). The first step of the
algorithm proceeds with adding a bank of integrators 41 =
i2r|-,zia = vi, ii zjlfori=1,*-,mandcertaininteges
ki E N. Obviously, adding (8) -and a bank of integrators to
=(zu ., * z,,,
P yields a system on X xZ, where Z
*, . ,?z,
... , Zink.) and this system possesses an equilibrium point
(zo, zo) E X x Z. We now compute the decoupling matrix
of P together with (8) and the bank of integrators, to be denoted as A(z, z). Again this decoupling matrix has constant
rank on an open and dense submanifold (X x 2)' of X x Z.
We assume (to, zo) belongs to (X x 2)'. The algorithm of [161
now repeats the above steps of applying state feedbacks (8)
and adding a bank of integrators. Moreover the algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps. Our basic assumption
can now be stated as follows:

(A(x)),j = £,,C7'L.lhdz) (i,j E {l,..,m))
(6)
Similarly we define decoupling matrices Am, AP*, for M, PoQ

respectively.

As a second standing assumption we will need:

(Al) The decoupling matriz A%r(z) hm full rank on the
open and dense submanifold where it is defineS
For linear systems we have the following (see [111] for a proof):
Proposition 2.3 If P and M are linear systems, the MMP
is solvable if and only if

p,<pr for alliEt{1,..,m}

a(x) +f(x)ii

(7)
U

(A3) Consider the sytem (1) around the equilibrium point
zo E X. Then we assume that at each step of the aboe algorithm the decoupling matrix A(x, z) has constant rank on a
neighborhood of the equilibrium point (no, zo).

Recal from [8]:
Proposition 2.4 Consider an analytic plant P and an analytic model M saisfying (Al) and (A2R). Then MMP is xoclly
solvable for (M, P) if and only if there is a dynamic compensator Q such that P o Q is decouplabe by regar static state
feedback and pPOQ < pr.

Essentially (A3) says that the algorithm of [16) can be applied

on a neighborhood of the equilibrium point to. Given the
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The control that solves MMP for the linearization of the plant
arund (01,62, °i, 2) = (0, 0, 0, 0) and the given model is given
by:
(10)
u = F [} +GuCu

analyticity of (1), this condition is generically met for vector
fields f,gi, **,g,, and functions hl,- ,h
We now come to the statement of our main result.

Theorem 2.5 Consider an analytic plant P and an analytic
model M satisfying (Al) and (A2). Let zo and x4 be equilibrium points of respectively P and M. Assume that P satisfies
(A3). Let LP, LM denote the linearization of P around to
and M around 4: respectively. Then the MMP is localy solvable for (M, P) if and only if it is solvable for (LM, LP).

with F=

js-8 -12

-6:]

.

=[ 2 1
Figures 2 and 3 give the results of simulations of the system
(9) with the control (10). In figure 2 a step ulf = I is applied,
= I1 is applied. These steps are
while in figure 3 a step
applied during the whole time-interval. The figures give the
errors ei(t) = yi(t) - yr(t) (i = 1,2).

In this section we will investigate the question to what -extent
we can use the feedback that solves the corresponding linear
MMP as an approximate solution of the original nonlinear
MMP by means of two examples.

The system converges to a steady state situation with steady
state errors el = -32 106 (0.02%), e2 = -258 10-6 in
the first case and el = 0.1290, e2 = 0.0067 (6.1 %) in the
second case. Hence in the first case our linear control behaves
reasonably well, while in the second case the results are less
satisfying.

Proof See

[8].
3 Examples

3.1

The fact that we end up with a steady state error suggests
that we can improve the behavior of the system by induding
a copy of the model in the compensator and then applying an
extra PI-action. Figure 4 shows that this indeed works. Here
= 1, while to ul in (10) we
we have again applied a step
have added a term -12.8ei(t) - 10elf(r)dT and to U2 in (10)

The double pendulum

In this example our plant will be a double pendulum consisting of two rigid massles-s links of unit length, with two unit
masses attached at the ends of the links. As configuration
variables we take 01, the angle between the first link and a
line perpendicular to the base, and 82, the angle between the
first and second link. As inputs we take control torques ul
and U2, that are applied at each joint. As outputs we take
yn = 01, y2 = 02. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for
this system read:

M(0)O+ P(B, 9) + Q(0) = u

0

we have added a term -10 f e2(r)dr. We now end up with a
0
steady state error el = 0.0014 (1% of the steady state error in
figure 3) and e2 = 242- 10.8 (0.22% of the steady state value
of y2 )

(9)

Figure 5 shows a phase portrait in the (01,02)-plane of the
system (9) with the control (10) and the PI-control mentioned above when a step u - 1 ts - I1 is applied. The
steady state situation is reached after about 25 seconds. The
nominal trajectory is a straight line from the origin to the
point (01,02) = (0. 11,0.1111). The steady stateerrors equal
el = 0.0015 (1.33%) and e2 = 111 -10.6 (0.1%).

with u =(ul,u2), 0= (01 02)T, and

M(@)
P(,O

3 + 2cosO2 1 + cos2 1

=

)

Q(0) =

1+Cos02

1

I

J

-[inO2(26192 + 62)
[

AzsinO2
Oin2

Further simulations (of which no figures are induded) show
that the stability of the dosed loop system is maintained
for step inputs up to (ur ur) = (8,0), (ulr,u4) = (0,3),
(Uru
7U) = (2, 2). In the first two case (i.e. if we take one
of the inputs equal to zero) the maximum errors and steady
state errors are proportional to the magnitude of the input.

J

20si nl + l0sin(0l + 02)

l0sin(0l + 02)

21

j

where we have put the constant of gravity g = 10.

3.2

This system has relative degrees P, = P2 = 2, so (Al) is
satisfied for the plant. The decoupling matrix of the system
is just the matrix M(6), which can easily be proved to have
full rank for all 6 and hence (A3) is satisfied.

Robot arm with flexible joint

As a second example we consider a two link robot arm moving
in a vertical plane, as was described in e.g. [1]. The first link
is actuated through a direct drive motor. The rotation of the
first link with respect to a line perpendicular to the base is

indicated by ql. The second joint shows a significant elasticity. This elasticity is modelled by associating two variables to
the second joint: q2, the position of the second actuator with
respect to the first link and q3, the position of the second link
with respect to the first one. The motor (q2) is then coupled
to the joint (q3) by means of a transmission with transmission ratio NT > 1 and a torsional spring with spring constant
K (see figure 1). In this example we will have links of unit
length, motors with inertia equal to 0.001 and we will assume

As a model we take a stable decoupled linear time-invariant
system with transfer matrix given by: Gm(s) = diag((s +
3)-2, (s + 3)-2) It follows immediately that the model has
relative degrees pff = Pm = 2 and that its decoupling matrix
has full rank. Hence the model satisfies (Al) and (A2) and
fuirthermore it can easily be cbecked that the model matching
problem is solvable.
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the mas to be equal to one and to be coeeentated at the
joints (the motors) and at the tip (a load). Fthermore we
wi have K = 1000, NT = 100 and the constant of gavity

plant around (q,4) = (0,0) and the model is given by:
*c

g = 10.

=

[L ].+^^MUM
Kzc+L

["J =R
,2

with

3

.

q

(12)

Sa

,

c

(Sd, ac2)'

We

=

K

= [-4 -12]

L

-L
a

f
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lsc jos
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u

Mw(q) + N(q,#) = as
', z={uz,u,Or
=
and
s)',as)

(3

[

3M(q)=.00+
0.002+

001
0.001

1+easq
[

N(q,4)

=

(11)

S
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0.0001
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F * 6 and 7 give- the mslts of mulati of the system
(1) with thee coat (12). In figur 6 a stepu = l is applied,
while isn igr 7 -a step ut = I is applied. The steps ar
aplied during the whode time period. The figues give the
err 4i(t) = M't) - t(t) (i = 1,2).
to a steady state
In the fint cue the system converga
situation with steady state ers el =22 104 (0.02X), e2 =
35 10-. In thes oed ca we end upwith luctuatis
-104(0D2).
around e = -2. 10 e2= -102

-(24k +4)siuqa
_

L

it

i"

sin +K(.3- *) J

In figures 8 and 9 it is shown that we can again improve the
behavior of the system by including a copy of the model in
the compensator and then applying an extra PI-action. In
this casewe have added a term -f el(r)dr to ul in (12) and

We will take as outputs Sh = qi, p2 = q3. This system has
relative degrees pi =p = 2, so (Al) is satsed for the plant.
Futhermore it can be checked that also (A3) is satisfied for
the plant (see [1J for details).

0

to U2 in (12). In figure 8 we have
teM.-0.00195fe2(r)dr
0
applied a step s4' = 1, while in figure 9 we have applied a
step 4 = 1. In the first case the steady state errors become
el = -5 * 10'e, e2- = 706 10-9,and in thesecond caseei =
29* 1-Ot e2 = 597 10-D.
a

As a model we take a stable decoupled inear time-invarant
system with transfer matrix given by GM(s) = diag((s +
3)-4, (s + 3)f4). It follows immediately that the model has
= 4 and that its decoupling matrix
relative degrees pf =
has full rank. Hence the model satisfies (Al) and (A2). It can
easily be checked that MMP is wsvable for the linearization
of the plant and the model around an equilibrium point and
hence MMP is solvable for the original nonlinear systems.

Further simulations show that the stability of the closed loop
system is maintained for step inputs up to (4w,4) = (12,0),

(Ur4) = (0,9), (Urt

A control law that solves MMP for the linetion of the

4

) = (5,5).

Conclusions

In this paper we have preseted a local solution of the nonlinear model matching problem. Furthermore by means of two
examples we have investigated the question whether we ca
use the compensator that solves the MMP for the linearization
of plant and model around an equilibrium point in order to
approximately solve the original nonlinear MMP around the
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and optimization of systems, Lecture notes in control
and information sciences, Vol. 44. Springer, Berlin.
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same equilibrium point.
For bath examples the linear feedback worked reasonably well,
except in the first example, when we apply a step on the second model input. However, the performance of the control can
be considerably improved by introducing an extra PI-action.
It is to be expected that the introduction of an extra D-action
will further improve the performance.

12. Moog, C.H., A.M. Perdon and G. Conte (1989). Model
matching and factorization for nonlinear systems: a
structural approach. To appear in SIAM J. Control Optimiz..

In this paper we have restricted ourselves to models of which
the decoupling matrix has full rank, i.e. models that can be
decoupled by static state feedback. This assumption is certainly restrictive, but from a practical point of view it can be
argued that it is often desirable.

5

13. Morse, A.S. (1973). Structure and Design of Linear
Model Following Systems. IEEE Trans. Aut. Control,
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14. Morse, A.S. (1976). Minimal solutions to transfer matrix equations. IEEE Trans. Aut. Control, AC-21,
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9:

(I1),(12),PI-contro with

unit step

on

2nd input.

